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About This Content

Look at you now! Looking good! With the musketeer pack you will slice the infected brains and hearts with just one swing!

This DLC contains:

Headgear (musketeer hat).

A weapon (rapier).

A pet (nightingale).

The DLC items will be available in your private trunk located in Kovac's bunker.
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Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
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Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Intel i3 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Thai,Turkish
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one of the best orginaly RTS turn based stratgy games. i mean, i guess you get used to the bootleg covers. This game is
awesome. Definately Defender inspired. Great game. Feels like a classic arcade game but with a little more depth!. Dope af
dawg hit me up on ph. this game is absolutely amazing. i dont write reviews often but this is well worth the 15 dollars. This was
very buggy for me. Was there supposed to be something to shoot once out of the trash compactor? All I was able to do was fly
around and shoot lasers. When I landed back on the pad, it simply threw me back into the prison cell type thing.. just the best
game that was ever made

if you enjoy hard turn based strategy games and can stomach the graphics for a few hours till you fall in love with it there is no
better game to buy, even the remake falls short

unfortubately it does not work all that well on modern pcs, you have to actually slow them down in power management for the
game to work properly, otherwise I didn't run into any problems
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Came as a big surprise this one. I compare this one with Tetris. Only on steroids. A lot of steroids.... Talking about loads of
musclepower here. :-p

Awesome game to play. Very affordable too. Bought it for just under 4 bucks, but it allready gave me many hours of fun. And
I'm sure many more hours will follow. It's a challenging and an addictive game to play.
A winner and highly recomended!! :-)

. As a fan of oldschool turn based rpgs I've given a quite a few of the recent retro rpgs games a try, and I can honestly say that
Deadly Sin 2 is a great choice for anyone looking to scratch that 32 bit itch. The story is well done and isn't afraid to poke fun at
it's own tropes. The battlemechanics are quite well done and I really enjoyed the option to turn off monsters after completing a
dungeon. Thumbs up!. An advice? dont buy it, i was thinking it was a good game, because i enjoy this kind of games, but its not.
There are games that look like this way better, Age of Empires, Age of mythology, Battle Realms, Warcraft, and if you google it
you will see more, chose wisely, but if you wanna an advice Battle Realms and Age of Mythology are old but gold.. Atleast
Cheat free :). In PlanTechTor you jump into the role of the Sole gate keeper to the Castle in an immersive VR fusion of in-
depth strategy and high-octane action! You can design weapon load-outs with several different abilities and an endless amount
of weapon combinations that effects the damage modifiers of each weapon. The game is simple in design but real deep in
character. The graphics are clean and not demanding for smooth FPS. With rock solid gameplay mechanics and built in options
like in game height adjustment so the whole family can play with out having to leave the game, to include multiple languages to
cater to the masses. The developer left no stone upturned. I would recommend this game to anybody. Check out my quick look
video right here. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gNMlYKwzPN4&t=22s. If you want a big open world, to explore and do
stuff in, definitely buy it. I'm sure you will probably like it, if you use the editor to cheat to high hell. That is what I did, to be
able to play it, on the easiest gameplay difficulty, so that the games various problems do not negatively impact your experience.
I doubt the gameplay mechanics will not change much in the future; I personally told Jeff about them when I helped with the
Ipad build of Avadon 3, before Avernum 3 came out, and well, clearly he didn't take any of the suggestions to heart. So, what
are my gripes with the game? (I've tried to keep spoilers out)

1) Horrific Grind: Enemy health, damage, and damage resistance goes up faster than your values go up, unless you cheat. Thus,
the farther into the game you get, the time it takes to complete a fight goes up dramatically. Instead of taking 1-2 rounds to
defeat a foe, it now takes 5-6. The only way to keep it down to 1-2 rounds, is to cheat, which sucks. The problem is that, in this
game, Nature Lore is bugged, and thus it almost never allows you to avoid a fight and thus you are constantly fighting long,
drawn out battles, that honestly shouldn't be happening. Why are slimes, trogs, and brigands, still attacking the player when you
are 20 levels above them with effectively the best equipment in the game, and you've ended all the plagues. Sure, there was
grind in Exile 3 and Avernum 3, but it never was this bad. So, the grind is a step in the wrong direction for this game.

2) Itemization: By about mid-game, you'll likely have the best loot the game has to offer, and no more need for money, except
maybe to spend the odd thousand on training. This is a problem because, monetary rewards or item drops off monsters, will be
of no interest to the player, and in most RPGs, the hunt for better loot is a driving force to keep playing. Not here,
unfortunately. Also, some of the most rare items aren't worth the trouble to get them. I always loved the Black Halberd, Jade
Halberd, Smite, and Demonslayer, in the previous Avernum Trilogy (the original remakes of Exile; ya I know confusing name
choice for this game), but in this game, they suck utterly, and are effectively vendor trash. This is bad, because two of them are
considered major artifacts and the other two are considered minor artifacts.

3) Lack of Money when you need it and Excessive extremes when you don't: Throughout most of the game, you will earn about
25% of an item's value for a sale, maybe less. You will not be able to afford most things, as they will have horrifying markup.
The cheapest cost modifier allows you to buy the item at it's item value; so if it is worth 20 gold, you pay 20 gold. You will
almost never find a vendor that does this. So, what results is that the player won't spend gold on potions, healing items or
weapons most of the time, and will scrimp and save everything to be able to afford the better items, making most vendors in the
game completely pointless. Then, once you've defeated most of the plagues, you start seeing a huge number of high-value items,
except there is no vendor in sight anywhere once this happens. Literally, I found about 50,000 gold worth of items in the last 5
hours of the game, and none of it I could use to buy anything with, while it took me the first 10 hours of the game to save up
20,000 gold, for reference.

Lastly, I was introduced to Jeff's games at Exile 3: Ruined World. That game was awesome; it had tons of spells, a relaxed
experience with some very tough encounters if you didn't prepare for them properly, and it didn't suffer from any of the
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problems this game does. It is a shame, to see his games, over the years lose quality of gameplay, in favor of more graphics and
streamlining the experience to point where one can only have fun by cheating. Maybe the game isn't tailored for us who
preferred Exile 3, and thus you, the potential customer should ignore this review and buy it and see for yourself; he does have a
demo that you can try out.

I think this will be the last game I will ever play, made by Jeff Vogel, if the three major issues are not addressed in future
games.. Simple, short yet enjoyable to read relaxing story...
In short not so bad Visual Novel.... First of all i need to say this was and still is the game I am waiting on since forever.
I would recomend this game to anyone, but at the stage it is at the moment it is almost unplayable. Constant wall clippings,
getting in the places you are not suppose to. Regular respawns on the edges of some ledge, which leaves you slim to none
options of what to do. i had some issues with controling character as I just dont feel it natural. its great idea and it needs alot of
polishing. Honestly I was a bit dissapointed even tough its in early beta. Over all I will be playing the hell out of it as long as I
can.
It would be nice if there would be some story to follow, maybe something as the story in skate 3 was or maybe more challenges
that would progress your charater or develope game sense for objects and rails. Maybe competition mode vs cpu.
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